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EDITORIAL 

It can be said that there are two different factors that determine social behavior. One of 

them is motor movements, that is, hand and mimic movements, while the other one is 

language. Therefore, language is a powerful indicator of individuals' social behavior. 

Linguistics is of great importance, especially because of the transmission of information 

through language, along with the issues of who we are and where we come from. It has 

brought multicultural and multilingual education with it in the rapidly globalizing world. 

Integration issues, depending on the language, constitute a general agenda. 

Individuals express themselves through language about what they need and how these 

needs should be met. Societies, on the other hand, state what they need and how these 

requirements will be met through social sciences. However, social sciences and humanities 

offer possible solutions to the general demands and problems of societies. Based on these 

arguments, it was decided to establish the Journal of Research in Social Sciences and 

Language (JSSAL). Accordingly, it is hoped that JSSAL will make significant contributions to 

both social sciences and linguistics. 

In terms of supporting scientific activities, contributing to science and society, it is 

important to increase the activities and publications and to produce quality publications. 

We welcome all academic studies involved in the development of research in the field of 

social sciences and linguistics with great satisfaction. JSSAL is a journal that evaluates and 

publishes book reviews and conceptual analysis studies as well as research and review 

articles on social sciences and linguistics from you esteemed researchers. 

JSSAL proudly presents its first issue. A total of six research articles were accepted for 

publication in the first issue. Four of these articles were written on the basis of quantitative 

research methods, while two of them were written as review studies. 

The work titled “Prediction of Narcissistic Personality Tendencies in University Students in 

Terms of Some Variables” Derya EKICI, paper titled “The Relationship between Grammar 

and Vocabulary Levels and Their Writing Skills of Those Who Learn Turkish as a Foreign 

Language” Hasan AKSOY, “An Overview to Private (Foundation) Universities in Turkey from 

the Terms of Society and Education ”by Ibrahim KURT,“ The Role of ICT in Higher 

Education in Selected Places during COVID-19 ”, Madhumati Ryavappa Shettar, Zainabbi 

Sayed Mohammed Lathiwale and Maya Kulhalli, paper titled "Teenage Marriage and High 

School Dropout among Poor Girls: A Narrative Review for Family Pathways in Bangladesh" 

Emaj Uddin and most recently Yusuf Özdemir for “Analysis of the Relationship Among 

Leadership Styles, School Culture and Student Achievement”. Many thanks go to each of 

these authors who contributed to the first issue. 
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I would like to thank the DARIAH-DE Coordination Office, located at Göttingen State and 

University Library, whose DARIAH-DE Repository provides a cost-free publication 

opportunity for research data. 

Again, thank you very much Academics in Solidarity and the German Federal Ministry of 

Education and Research (BMBF) for providing financial support for JSSAL and granting 

plagiarism checker program. 

With all kinds of support during the establishment process of the journal; I especially thank 

Dr. Yasin ASLAN, Dr. Yusuf ÖZDEMİR, Dr. Mazlume DEMİRCİ, Dr. Ibrahim KURT and 

Yavuz Selim ÜLKÜ. Hope to see you in the next issues of JSSAL. 

Stay well. 

 

 
Seyat POLAT, Ph.D 

 

Editor in Chief 
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